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Abstract

The following case study  aims to highlight aspects of cultural meaning by examining the Irish/hip-

hop fusion group Hammerstep. This study intends to analyse the artistic model Hammerstep has 

chosen alongside the group’s cultural discourse methodology, while also examining the roles of 

their side initiatives, including street performances and viral video schemes. 

Introduction

The group’s flexible approach has opened pathways that have allowed them to combine their 

disciplines with many others. Previous collaborations have included jazz bands, classical musicians 

and beat boxers, although the core group  is a set of Irish dancers and musicians who tour with 

Riverdance and similar shows. By  building a network of other performers as they travel, the group 

intends to expand Hammerstep into experimental fusion group, willing to incorporate any other 

form of performance art into their projects. Dave Eggar, Hammerstep  musical collaborator, 

expresses the group’s outlook: “I’ve always been fascinated by  the music of other cultures and the 

ability music has to cross cultural paradigm and dialogue” (YouTube 2011b). 

The group has also taken a proactive approach in being a part of community projects. In a manifesto 

written by co-founders Garrett Coleman and Jason Oremus, Hammerstep identifies the reclaiming 

of public space, community outreach projects, theatre production as socio-political and economic 

commentary and the creating of discourses for social change as key objectives (Coleman and 

Oremus 2011, p. 24). The goal is to allow the collaborative efforts of Hammerstep and many other 

collaborative artists to be a means in which cultural divides are crossed and communities can find 

common ground to come together. Hammerstep  “will act as an overarching organization through 

which various individual artists, arts groups, and non-profit community organizing entities can align 

their efforts” (ibid., p.27).  

With such a intense focus on community alongside a personal desire for creative crossovers with 

other cultures and performance disciplines, Hammerstep is an ideal example of a diverse, 

international collective utilising hybrid forms of dance and music to inspire community outreach 

and generate discourse in traditional disciplines. 

There are many aspects of cultural meaning which could be identified as valid areas of study when 

approaching a complex group such as Hammerstep. However, this study  will focus on the use of 
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mixing musical genres and performance disciplines alongside creating an intrinsic contextual 

message central to the project, while also analysing the use of digital technologies as tools of 

consumption, creation, distribution and communication. Although the group are well equipped in 

performance skills and have an in depth knowledge community outreach, there is a necessary 

technical savvy  and focus needed to exploit the many channels of self promotion and production 

that current technology allows. 
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Hammerstep

Hammerstep co-founders Jason Oremus (right) and Garrett Coleman - © Hammerstep

Hammerstep was started in Boston in 2009 by Garrett Coleman and Jason Oremus. Both are world 

champion Irish dancers, but they originate from very different parts of the world - Coleman from 

Pittsburg, USA, and Oremus from Sydney, Australia. Although worldwide competitions saw them 

crossing paths, it was not  until their time together in Riverdance that the pair began to realise 

mutual artistic goals and develop an initiative which would allow them to experiment artistically 

while also creating a form of community outreach. They began compiling a manifesto based on 

those ideas and Coleman’s previous academic work as a student of the University of Dayton, 

outlining what they wanted to achieve and how they could accomplish it:

“[Hammerstep] strives to overcome socioeconomic and cultural barriers through a variety of 

community-building and grassroots initiatives, outreach dance programming, and a touring 

stage concept show fuelled by an integration of Irish step, tap, and hip hop dance forms. Our 

collective vision for a socially transformative dance company was born from our mutual 

desire to elevate Irish dance, to engage audiences and communities in nuanced ways, and to 

provide a platform for the youth to express themselves through the arts.” (Coleman 2012) 

In combining multiple dance and musical disciplines, the Hammerstep  project finds cultural 

common ground as a foundation for artistic expression as well as a utilising it as a communication 

tool against political and racial discrimination: “[Hammerstep utilises] urban art forms—in 

particular dance—as agents for examining and combating marginalization, social isolation, and 

racial injustice” (Coleman and Oremus 2011, p. 3). Such a stance makes this project of cultural 

hybridity and activism a means by which lines of class, race and creed can be blurred and the 

commonality of cultural expressionism can be utilised for a genuinely positive cause. 
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The Hammerstep Street Initiative - “Sneaky Steppers”

While on tour with Riverdance, Oremus and Coleman teamed up with champion dancer Chris Naish 

to begin a new initiative alongside Hammerstep. ‘Sneaky Steppers’ takes the concept of comical, 

homemade ‘viral’ videos and puts a Hammerstep slant on it. The concept is simple: find public 

spaces and dance unexpectedly. There have been both small- and large-scale impromptu 

performances, including simple ambush performances on unsuspecting members of the public by 

one or two of the cast and the 150 dancers who created a St Patrick’s Day flash mob at a Sydney 

train station in 2011 (YouTube 2011). 

Naish was doing similar ‘sneak’ dances as far back as 2000, while still in college and competing in 

dance competitions. On a basic digital camera, he would enter a room (for example, a bingo hall in 

Blackpool) and launch into a surprise performance. The videos he made became popular amongst 

friends, but there was still no large-scale commercial outlet for such videos to become ‘viral’. The 

launch and subsequent growth of internet sites like YouTube gave Naish and the group  an 

opportunity to place their videos online for millions of viewers. When discussing the need for 

guerilla marketing to boost awareness of Hammerstep, the group decided these humorous, 

‘amateur’ videos would attract attention to their social media sites and their official website. The 

Sneaky Steppers moniker was created and became an integral part of the Hammerstep initiative 

upon Naish’s induction into the group in 2010. 

Sneaky Steppers fits in with the Hammerstep  manifesto; a key component of their mission is to 

“reassert public identity and more community-based representation of public space” (Coleman and 

Oremus 2011, p. 10). Street performances allow Hammerstep  to connect with the public in such 

spaces, while also generating media for online content. However, the group has recognised that the 

‘Sneaky Stepper’ branch of their project  is becoming slightly disjointed from their central themes. 

Although they have seen great success with some of their videos (over two million views to date for 

the St Patrick’s Day 2011 video), the audience captured has not been pushed effectively  towards the 

intrinsic message of cultural community outreach:

Oremus: “The most recent project [From the street to the stage] was an attempt to bridge 

Sneaky Steppers and Hammerstep and demonstrate how the two projects are related, but 

because we created the branding separately... it’s difficult to link the two”. (Appendix D)
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In addition to simply generating media content, the group spent the summer of 2010 doing street 

performances with many  other artists in one of the world’s foremost public performance spaces. 

New York City’s Washington Square Park is a hot spot for dance fusion, and it was there that they 

met other Hammerstep contributors such as hip hop dancer Cjaiilon ‘Snap Boogie’ Andrade, oboe 

player Reggie Padilla, ‘The Crazy Piano Guy’ Colin Huggins and many other street performers who 

simply  joined in with the group (YouTube 2010). The park has a history of public performance, 

acting as a microcosm of Manhattan’s diversity, being spaced close to residential neighbourhoods 

and New York University  (PPS 2012). It  made sense for Hammerstep  to immerse themselves in 

such a creative environment, giving them to the opportunity  to work on ideas while being exposed 

to many different styles of performance and networking with local talent. This networking would 

pay off well when in 2011 when the group returned to New York to create their own stage version 

of Hammerstep. 
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Hammerstep “Youth at Risk” Outreach Programme

Hammerstep is keen to cross cultural divides and mix creative arts to produce something new and 

entertaining. However, entertainment is not the only  objective; youth outreach and community 

projects have become very important and have been a source of both inspiration and motivation for 

the group. Social injustice is a key theme in their manifesto, particularly knowing that creative arts 

can be a tool to communicate with those in difficult situations while also helping to remove them 

from their day to day struggles (Coleman and Oremus 2011, p. 5). The group acknowledges that  its 

work is not essentially ‘long term’, and that Hammerstep events will not immediately  change the 

greater situation of a youth at risk. By creating chances for artistic expression for those with few 

opportunities, however, they hope to help them find ways out of difficult lives (ibid., p. 28).

While on tour with Riverdance in October 2011, the group travelled to South Africa and saw an 

opportunity to put their outreach programme to good use. Travelling to the village of Soweto in 

Johannesburg, the group met with local school children and performance groups for a day of 

performance workshops at the Rene La Lona Creative Centre for Children. In the true fashion of 

cultural exchange, Hammerstep taught the African performers and children Irish dancing, while the 

African performers then taught the group  a form of traditional gum-boot dancing. After a day of 

collaboration, both groups of performers came together for a final performance.  

    

Hammerstep learning a gum-boot dance (left) and teaching schoolchildren Irish dance. © Hammerstep

However, not all group members were in Soweto. Coleman was finishing up  his studies in Dayton, 

Ohio, and working with at-risk youth community  projects in predominantly African-American 

areas. Dayton is a heavily segregated city, due primarily to economic troubles rather than 

geographical placement. Coleman points out that working in such communities can be very 

complex but can reap rewards for both sides:
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“...there’s always a ‘white saviour’ complex that goes around... we try to avoid that and 

realised there’s a mutual learning experience and social exchange that’s greater than any one 

side benefiting from the other.” (Coleman, Appendix B)

Hammerstep offer a different approach to bridging the difficult  socio-economic divides that can be 

seen both in Soweto and in Dayton. Economic segregation within multi-ethnic communities can 

lead to distrust and tension between races in these heavily divided communities (Bobo et al 2000 p.

23). The ‘white saviour’ complex Coleman speaks of is difficult to navigate; as many people from 

wealthier backgrounds may only volunteer for purposes of their CV or college application forms, or 

may even just arrive and donate money, it is hard to separate those who wish to have an impact 

from those who are not that heavily invested. In the eyes of both Coleman and the projects he 

worked with, the community needs more opportunities for learning and a safe place for at-risk 

youth with people willing to encourage them. 

 

With that in mind, Coleman brought the group to Dayton in April 2012 to take part in the Cityfolk/

Culture Builds Community 'Soul Rhythms' project. By partnering with community-based agencies 

and Dayton’s Neighbourhood School Centres, the aim was to bring members of the community 

together “by sharing music, food, storytelling and other cultural traditions” (Cityfolk 2012). The 

group worked with Step  Afrika to narrate relative stories of oppression and how dance, like song, 

was a method of uprising and provided opportunities for people to be heard. 

Although these were only short-term projects for Hammerstep, there can be long term benefits from 

such events if they  are regular and the focus and aims are maintained. For these types of projects to 

have real impact, they must be sustainable and allow those at risk a safe environment to escape to 

while providing them with the tools to learn and be creative.
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Hammerstep - The Show

A major part of the Hammerstep vision is to create a touring stage show which can embrace local 

talents in the places they visit. Being able to incorporate the culture and creative talent of specific 

locations gives the group  an opportunity to both experiment and learn. This methodology allows the 

group to be flexible with who they work with and maintains their aim to constantly  explore the 

possibilities of working with different forms of performance art. The street initiatives and busking 

sessions had enabled the group to create an open artistic ethos - a workflow they would take to the 

stage. 

In 2011, the Lincoln Centre witnessed the debut stage production of Hammerstep. Through the 

contacts the group had built with street initiatives and Riverdance, a two-week rehearsal schedule 

was arranged with the aim of finding areas of convergence between the hip-hop, Irish and jazz 

performers involved. 

Hammerstep Performing with Dave Eggar at the Lincoln Centre, NYC  © SJ Velasquez

The group  enlisted the help of jazz band Deoro and Grammy-nominated Dave Eggar to pull 

together the music for the evening. The piano and cello player is a graduate of Havard and Juliard 

and states his mission as “not just  cross over, but to cross through” multiple genres of music (Eggar, 

n.d). His work has seen him mix many genres of music as well as work with interesting dance 

projects - such as combining classical music and Karate instructors. Dave says of his projects:

“I feel that... the many musics of the world have a lot to teach each other; I don’t consider the 

music that I do to be fusion - I consider it to be more...collage storytelling. As you travel you 

pick things up as you go and each thing adds more and more... and the stories get deeper and 

more intense” Dave Eggar (YouTube 2011b)   

Alongside Oremus’ beat-boxing talent and Eggar’s compositional skill, an arrangement for the 

performance was created. However, the music was only created for that particular performance, for 
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that particular group of musicians. For future performances, arrangements need to be created to 

work with new artists and new locations. Although this seems like a problem, it also allows the 

show to be moulded to the local arts rather than remaining static. 

Recently, the group took to the main stage at London’s St Patrick Day festival and performed to a 

crowd of 18,000. The group had two weeks together to prepare before flying from New York to 

London. Working again with fiddle player and hip-hop DJ Pat Mangan, the group created a pre-

programmed soundtrack to accompany live fiddle and beat-boxing while on a break from touring 

with Riverdance. The group spent the days leading up to the event doing street performances as 

‘Sneaky Steppers’ and creating media for future promotional use, alongside promoting their 

upcoming performance on the main stage of the festival. The group were given 30 minutes to 

perform and ensured that as much of the musical and dance experimentation was displayed as 

possible. In capturing their multiple ambush performances and the stage show, a four-minute 

promotional video was created as an attempt to combine Hammerstep and the Sneaky  Stepper 

branches in one video: “From the Street to the Stage” (YouTube 2012).

Although important to them as a diverse performance group, the stage show is about more than just 

cultural fusion and experimentation; communicating their message is equally important and the 

stage shows allows them a venue with a focused audience: “The nature of the theater, however, as a 

venue where the public gathers in collective attention, is worth exploring as a place where our 

overarching mission can be manifested.” (Coleman and Oremus 2011, p. 35). However, messages of 

change are hard to fully express in a theatre. Although many groups attempt change through 

political messages embedded in music and dance performances, ensuring any change is impossible. 

Many groups therefore surround their theatre performances and messages with aspects of education 

and community  engagement (Prentki and Selman 2003, p. 30). For example, with a large audience 

in London focused on positive festivities for St Patrick’s Day, it was difficult  for the group to 

conjugate their central messages against discrimination and injustice. By gaining fans, however, the 

group can utilise their online sites to inform new followers of its overall mission. 
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Creating a Musical Bed of Many Cultures

Finding music which relates to the multicultural aspects of  

choreography can be difficult for Hammerstep. While they 

always look for new genres to experiment with, the central 

themes are traditional Irish and hip-hop music. However, 

the group  has been performing covers and using 

copyrighted material for their performances - something 

they  want to come away from. While working with New 

York-based DJ and champion Fiddle player Pat  Mangan 

(above), the group has created original arrangements for 

their performances. Alongside Mangan is British Beat-Box 

artist Lucas ‘The Beat-box’ Brooks (right). Combined, 

Mangan and Brooks create an Irish/Hip-Hop foundation, 

which has helped the group  to begin building choreography. 

In an interview, Brook discussed how working with the 

project opened his eyes to how dance and beat-boxing could interact:

“I never really though about dance; I don’t know why I didn’t think about beat-boxing and tap 

working together as it makes a lot of sense. How we have combined Irish and Hip Hop in 

Hammerstep has worked well - the battling playfulness in how the dancers and myself 

combine in certain pieces is a lot of fun, and ends in a great crescendo of music and 

rhythm.” (Appendix A)

Brooks continued to talk of his unlikely fondness of classical music, stating that it  gave him a 

challenge while doing mundane tasks like driving. But it was this drive to experiment which made 

him excited about joining Hammerstep. 

Mangan already sees himself as a hybrid musician: a champion fiddle player by trade who grew up 

exposed to and influence by the New York hip-hop scene. His fiddle playing allowed him to tour 

with Riverdance, where he met Oremus and Coleman, striking a friendship  that  centred around a 

similar taste for music and a desire to be creative with their Irish cultural heritage. Mangan said:

“Growing up in Brooklyn, I was surrounded by so many different types of music, and with 

New York being the birthplace of Hip-Hop, I was always surrounded by it ... it was inevitable 

that I’d want to put the two things together” (Appendix C)
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Similar to work with Brooks and Mangan, the group’s experimental work with David Eggar was  

based on a mutual objective: to find ways of blurring cultural divides and creating new fusions of 

music and dance. Naish and Coleman said of the project:

Naish: “We were actually surprised how he [would be] full on with his ideas of what to do 

and even if they didn’t work, he would think of something else. ... Nobody knew how [the 

Lincoln centre] would go down and whether it would work.”

Coleman: “It ended up being this really organic process and the energy in the studio was 

pretty intense; A lot of creative energy and it kind of evolved as the week went on.” 

(Appendix B)

The influence of Eggar was immediate; his natural talent and ability to improvise and create fusion 

pushed Hammerstep’s creativity further. According to Oremus, by feeding off of the crowd the 

group began to understand what worked best as entertainment (Appendix D). 

However, the group’s touring schedule with Riverdance means they cannot occupy the same 

location as all of their collaborators very  often. During downtime, musicians Mangan and Eggar are 

based out of New York and Brooks out of Derbyshire; dancers Oremus (Sydney), Coleman 

(Pittsburgh) and Naish (Bristol) are faced with the same problem. Even on tour, it is difficult to find 

time to work on material. Mangan points out, “All of us being on tour so heavily has made that 

workshop time hard to come by... [tour] has to be your job for how long that takes. It’s very hard to 

do going from hotel to hotel, especially  when the guys [dancers] need an actual studio” (Appendix 

C). Although the members spend much time apart, the creativity  does not  stop; according to 

Coleman, ideas are always being discussed through email and video calls (Appendix B). By 

communicating regularly while away, the group tries to set clear goals and objectives for time 

together - something Mangan and Brooks found useful recently. In March 2012, the two met up  to 

create a piece of new music to replace a choreographed performance which previously  was based 

on copyrighted material. In an effort to stave off any  future problems, the two rewrote the 

arrangement and delivered it to an on site film studio for the dancers to shoot a new music video. 

This efficiency is based on both their similar creative mindset and clear, constant communication 

during pre-production. 

Currently, the group members are agreed that the primary  aim in developing the project is to work 

towards a full production of the Hammerstep stage show. They currently  looking for a way in which 

they  can be even more flexible with their arrangements, seeking a method that would allow them to 
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implement localised cultural products into their performances - for example, by creating a template 

which can be manipulated to include local performers in certain parts, including local dance 

schools, musicians, cultural community projects or simply special guests who are in the same 

location. How easy that will be to execute is yet to be seen, but the central idea demonstrates the 

group’s willingness and openness in exploring new opportunities for hybridity. 
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A Product of Cultural Hybridity

Cultural hybridity has become a far more common occurrence since the convergence of digital 

technology and the emergence of online networking. The ability to experience a vast array of 

cultural creativity has lead to new common grounds being established and the production of 

amalgamated forms of art and media. Hammerstep have taken such an approach in their 

predominant combination of Irish and hip-hop culture, while maintaining the flexibility to work 

with other music and dance. 

The term ‘hybridity’ is commonly associated with culture, but also has residual meanings in relation 

to race, language and ethnicity (Kraidy 2005, p. 1). Homi Bhabha is heavily linked with debates in 

cultural difference and hybridity, describing cultural hybridity  as a “Third Space” - a place where 

cultures will meet and exchange productive experiences, creating something away from the 

constraints of tradition and original culture (Meredith 1998, p. 3). He claims that “hybrid  

hyphenisations emphasize the incommensurable elements as the basis of cultural 

identities” (Bhabha 1994, p. 218). Bhabha believes that all forms of culture are under constant 

hybridity (Rutherford 1990, p. 211). In a similar way, Hammerstep are always looking to evolve the 

structure of their performances. Although they  predominantly tie themselves to Irish and hip-hop 

culture, they  have seen aspects of jazz, African and modern dance find a place, amongst others. As 

they  travel and seek out new places to perform, they are exposed to new arts and talent that they 

will attempt to incorporate. 

The Effects of Technology on Cultural Hybridity 

Debates on hybridity often charge globalisation as the greatest factor behind its movement (Kraidy 

2005; Pieterse 1994; Franklin and Lyons 2004; Canclini and Chiappari 2005; Burke 2009; Kuortti 

and Nyman 2007). In light of the vast technological convergence witnessed in the past two decades,  

cultural boundaries are weak and any person with an internet connection can have accessed to vast 

amounts of relative material. The expansion of transnational capitalism and the later hyper-

connectivity of users and multimedia over the net has allowed cultures to easily  cross locational 

divides (Kraidy 2005, p. 15). 

Hybridity  has been significantly accelerated by the emergence of new technology and a highly 

connected body  of creators and consumers, not limited by time nor location (Kraidy  2005, p. 21). 

For instance, hybridity does not need to consist of popular trends at that moment, but can be 
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amassed from any documented cultural event, from any time or location. The internet has become a 

hub of multimedia and combined with an ever-evolving home computer market pushing for cheaper 

units to help  poorer families, it is becoming easier for those with lower income streams to connect 

to this vast amount of culture and media. 

For cultural hybridity to take place, a forum of collaboration and exchange needs to exist. The 

internet has served as a useful communication tool for those looking to network with others who 

look to take part in multicultural projects or for collaborative platforms for international music 

production calibration, whether in real time (such as services like Ohm Studio) or by simply sharing  

source files for media projects. As long as it can be accessed and experienced, it can be remixed and 

reshaped to something new. Lawrence Lessig refers to this phenomenon as remix culture (Lessig 

2008) - an ability  to take any captured media (music, photos, videos, etc.) and manipulate it into 

something different. 

Self Production and Promotion through New Technologies

Computing technology has also become more accessible and powerful; with the ability to edit 

media easily at home through consumer level editing software (such a Garageband and iMovie), 

consumers are becoming amateur, part-time producers in their own right, while still managing their 

own full-time jobs and careers (Lessig 2008, p. 80). Computers continue to get cheaper, with 

projects such as Raspberry  Pi aiming to make computers and computer programming available to 

even those from low-income backgrounds.

Hammerstep is a product of cultural hybridity meeting new technologies, and the group has used 

access to social networks and technology as an important tool to execute the Hammerstep  mission. 

The key to any  performance group is having the means to promote an act and a message, and the 

way the group has used online self-promotional tools to enhance its image has seen its popularity 

grow. The group utilises Facebook and Twitter to communicate effectively with their fanbase, while 

also using YouTube and Vimeo to share their performances. The integration between these social 

networks and media hosting sites allows even those without a vast technical knowledge to upload 

and share the group’s work. As this network grows, more people view and share the works, leading 

to a growing fan-base, more sharing and more views. This is also known as Metcalfe's Law and is 

applicable to any growing network, whether it be telephone based or a social network. 
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However, this can also be a problem; as more media is uploaded and shared, it becomes difficult  to 

separate the media you are interested in from that which you are not. Social platforms such as 

Twitter face similar problems; as more fake or 'spam' user accounts are signed up  alongside a 

'genuine' user growth, there is a lot  of media being shared on these networks. To stand out and 

achieve 'viral' status, the content has to be fall into one of the key content categories:

- Humour   - Shock/Amazement  - Emotional

- Thought Provoking  - Embarrassment  - Provocative

- Heart warming  - Away from mainstream media

Hammerstep has tried to utilise as many of these categories as are in keeping with its mission. 

Through Sneaky Steppers, the group aims to create humour, amazement and even embarrassment in 

the videos created. In Hammerstep's outreach programme, their videos show thought-provoking, 

heart-warming situations of a group of performers working with children, creating emotional 

responses and generating a positive public image. By  hedging their bets on both humorous 

entertainment and charitable cultural activities, the group establishes a fan base over many 

generations and in many countries. 

 

This combination of accessible technology and a connected network of cultural collaborators 

creates a vibrant opportunity for new combinations of hybridity to occur. Hammerstep has used 

such technology to interact with collaborators abroad, allowing them to efficiently use their time 

when all cast members gather together for performances. In the weeks leading up to their St 

Patrick’s Day performance in Trafalgar Square, the group used Facebook and Skype to 

communicate from New York with a production team in London and Oxford, arranging technical 

details for video and audio teams alongside working with management and arranging press releases 

for the concert. The same technologies currently allow them to monitor the post production process 

for their upcoming music video and to continue discussing new ideas with both their USA and UK 

collaborators. 

Aside from their own personal production management, technology has allowed Hammerstep to 

individually expose their cultural backgrounds while also looking for new potential fusions. The 

necessity to travel to experience culture has been minimised (Pickering 2008, p.24; Howard, M. 

2011, p.17), the ability  to access media displaying the art of distant cultures has groups such as 
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Hammerstep to experiment by researching other cultures for common ground without the need for 

expensive travel.  
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Conclusion

A project which was born out of a mutual desire to hybridise Irish traditional music and dance with 

that of hip-hop has become much more. Not only has Hammerstep opened up to other cultural 

influences, but it has also made clear intentions to be a part of community projects and to highlight 

socio-economic issues through dance and performance.  

Through the three main branches of Hammerstep’s work - street, stage and workshop - the group 

intends to create a recognised brand of fusion while also developing a strong contextual meaning 

for the project. Hammerstep represents what can happen when traditional disciplines meet aspects 

of globalisation and technological convergence to create a hybridity of cultures. The group 

members sees their abilities as a means to work with “at risk” youth projects and believe strongly 

that their method of blurring social divides can have an impact on those who witness their 

performances or take part in their workshops. 

The group has identified its brand of cultural hybridity as an effective bridge in working with such 

community projects; this has therefore become a part of its core mission. As socio-economics and 

histories of discrimination tend to be central themes of both of Hammerstep’s chosen core art forms 

and the community groups they work with - such as those in Soweto and Dayton - the ability to 

show a matrix of cultural common ground is encouraging to those whose only experience is of 

difficult surroundings.  

Coleman:“If we were just going out and doing traditional Irish Dancing, it wouldn’t have the 

same effect... We chose Irish tap and hip-hop as all have been born of rebellious environments 

and all have come from circumstances of oppression. So there is that common thematic tie 

and parallel that goes way back. So when you go to a community that has gone through or are 

still going through those circumstances, they what we do resonates with them and their 

struggle.” (Appendix B)

By simply recognising these parallels, the group has set itself up to be champions of both the 

community and the arts. The difficulty it faces is ensuring that all branches of the project lead back 

to a much clearer central theme. 

In identifying the importance of online media and the challenge of creating content worthy of 

‘viral’ status, the group have branched into methods of guerilla marketing, which by itself does not 

convey a message but does potentially give the group an avenue to capture a different audience and 
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lead them towards other projects. Admittedly, the group has seen weak branding ties between the 

street initiative ‘Sneaky Steppers’ and the core Hammerstep project, but in recognising this it is 

making an attempt to merge the individual popularity of both and create a much clearer link 

between the two - something which is necessary if the group is to use online presences to 

communicate objectives effectively. 
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Appendix A - Interview with Lucas ‘the beatbox’ Brooks - 30 May 2012

How did you get involved in Hammerstep?

L: Jason [Oremus] does some beat-boxing himself and still does some in the show when we get 

together. But the guys wanted another person so they could focus on the dancing. My cousin is a tap   

dancer in Riverdance and he heard they were looking and made contact between us. 

Have you ever worked on a project like Hammerstep before?

L: Not really. I never really though about dance; I don’t know why I didn’t think about beat-boxing 

and tap working together as it makes a lot of sense. How we have combined Irish and Hip Hop in 

Hammerstep has worked well - the battling playfulness in how the dancers and myself combine in 

certain pieces is a lot of fun, and ends in a great crescendo of music and rhythm.

Why do you think Beat-boxing and Irish dancing work together?

L: I don’t think it matters why it works. It works on a rhythmic level and on a level we are dancers 

and musicians communicate on. If you asked the 18,000 people in London why it works, they 

wouldn’t know either, but they would tell you they loved it and were having a great time. 

Do you experiment in many other genres?

L: Yeah, actually nobody would believe it but I’m a big fan of classical music. I have it on in the car 

all the time. Beat-boxing to classical music is a challenge. I especially like trying to come up with 

ideas while listening to waltzes. 

How has your experience been working with Pat [Mangan]?

L: Pat and I have a mutual idea for the music that works for Hammerstep. Not to say we limit 

ourselves, but we just know when something works. Pat has so many diverse tastes, he thinks 

differently than just someone who does hip-hop or just someone who plays the fiddle. He’s always 

looking for those cool things to bring in and find those crossovers. 

Where do you want to see Hammerstep developing in the near future?

L: Honestly, I want to go on tour. I want to see this how travel and for us to look for opportunities to 

do these outreach projects together. The others have that opportunity through Riverdance, but I 

would like to be a part of a bigger version of Hammerstep where we can all do these things 

together. I think we need the time to come together and really work on some material. 
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Appendix B - Interview with Garrett Coleman and Chris Naish - 31 May 2012

How did Hammerstep begin? 

G: Jay and I in 2009 started throwing ideas around,. We had very similar visions of what a dance 

company could be. The basic premise of the company was to take the next step in Irish dance past 

Riverdance and to elevate the art-form as well as the social relevancy of Irish dance. Our ideas just 

started flowing from there. Our interest in urban culture and popular culture and our research into 

new technologies that can be use are all factors in how it came about. Chris joined shortly there 

after and we started doing small gigs and showcases. It was more of an experiment at first. 

When did the manifesto come about?

G: I wrote that for my final dissertation at school. It was a combination of work I had done in the 

community and experimental dance stuff over the past four years. There’s an anthropological study 

on the police in Dayton which was a project I chose with this manifesto in mind. It was four years 

of study and research that went into forming that final thesis.

What was the original mission of hammerstep and how did that change by the time the manifesto 

was complete?

G: The original mission was to push the aesthetic of Irish dance forward with other dance forms - 

hip-hop-tap etc. - and then I got serious about the socio- component in the last two years. It was a 

natural evolution of what I was studying and how Jason and I viewed the world and trying to infuse 

the dance with that - to use dance as a medium for expressing dissent and raising questions, being a 

bit more provocative with it as well as just pushing the dance component forward. 

Was there something about traditional dance you wanted to get away from? 

G: Not get away from, just build upon. The rigidity of it has been what’s holding us [Irish dancers] 

back  - chains on your dance style and inability to express. With traditional Irish dance, there’s a 

reason for why its so rigid, and it’s also a reason as to why its not as expressive at it could be, and i 

think it has a lot to do with those roots. There’s great potential there for something that is so 

aesthetically pleasing to be also expressive. 

Do you see a lot of the push in cultural hybridity as helping you in your community outreach 

projects?

G: Definitely, If we were just going out and doing traditional Irish Dancing, it wouldn’t have the 

same effect. Chris wasn’t with us in Dayton, but we just went to a couple of different residencies for 

the City Folk project and one of those was a baptist church. So, Dayton is a very segregated 

community, and the west side is a [predominantly] black side of town. So we teamed up with Step 

Afrika as a collaborative presentation/demonstration. Afterwards we stayed an extra hour with the 

kids which was an awesome experience.  We chose Irish tap and hip-hop as all have been born of 

rebellious environments and all have come from circumstances of oppression. So there is that 

common thematic tie and parallel that goes way back. So when you go to a community that has 

gone through or are still going through those circumstances, they what we do resonates with them 

and their struggle. And a lot of what they have to offer to us is what we try to infuse into the 

choreography and themes of the project itself. It’s an ever evolving ethnographic account of what’s 

happening in the world - we are not claiming to know everything that is going on but that’s why we 

want to talk to people and see what’s really happening in the community. 
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How did you [chris] get involved and joining the group?

C: I was trying to leave Lord of The Dance and start my own company. It was going towards 

another copycat dance show, but when I came across these guys in riverdance I was becoming 

interested in other dance forms myself. They also became interested in me because I wanted to 

further my career and I was interested in different dance forms and thought there project would be 

good to get stuck into. 

How did the Sneaky Steppers element come into the Hammerstep Project?

C: The guys told me their mission and what they thought and they wanted to explore guerilla 

marketing and advertise their mission. We sat down and had a brainstorming session: we thought of 

doing a blog or something, and one of the ideas was to go into a public space and dance to see 

peoples reaction. So, We got a group of 8 people and did the Tesco ambush which got a good 

response. We thought of a name and it stuck. 

G: Sneaky steppers is part of that idea of pushing Irish dance forward and it nothing really 

revolutionary about the dancing but is there to break down that wall of ‘stage vs. audience’ and it 

engages people in new ways.

What other things are you looking at to experiment with and incorporate into Hammerstep?

G: We’re looking into working with some capoeira and there’s some places in New York to go. That 

aggressive, action oriented dance could work well with our choreography. 

From working with Dave Eggar, what was it like incorporating your brand into someone who was 

predominantly a classical musician?

What’s interesting about Dave, he’s a like-minded artist. He was raised with the traditional 

background - Juliard from a child etc - and was bored with the scene by the time he was out of 

college, even though his parents wanted him to continue with it. But he actually had his first job at 

Murder inc. in New York  - this dweeb cello player coming in with wild stories from there. But he 

wanted to push the envelope for himself and that got him interested in the crossover. He is that 

crossover guy for classical musicians.

C: At the time we had no idea how it was going to work. We were actually surprised how he [would 

be] full on with his ideas of what to do and even if they didn’t work, he would think of something 

else. Or we’d think of something else.  Nobody knew how [the Lincoln centre] would go down and 

whether it would work to being with”

G: “It ended up being this really organic process and the energy in the studio was pretty intense; A 

lot of creative energy and it kind of evolved as the week went on. It was put together over a week, 

and we had already shared beats and thought of choreography, it was an organic process for sure.  

And it continues; we are still experimenting and pushing. We have some gigs with them in the fall. 

How did Soweto come about?

C: We just thought it was too good an opportunity to miss. With all the outreach stuff that had 

previously gone on in Soweto, we were at a stage where we had availability on the tour. The tap 

dancer we had was a brilliant hip hop dancer too. So we could share Irish, tap, hip hop and we could 

do flamenco as we had the Spanish dancer from riverdance with us. So we went with it and luckily 

on the opening night party [of riverdance] met a lady who wanted to help us do this. We weren’t 
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sure how it was going to go down a be received but the kids were really talented, good singers and 

musicians and dancers. Most of them were very deprived kids who had lost their parents to aids. 

G: It was a cultural centre to go and learn lots of these art forms, so it was a way of escape for them. 

What was the main thing you took away from that trip to Soweto?

We’d heard of Step Afrika doing a big thing there and we had heard teachers talking about their 

presence their. So we knew our visit there would be treated as something special and the kid’s 

reaction showed it. The teachers told us the kids would never forget this. It made us want more and 

want to go back. It was lucky Riverdance returned to south africa as it gave us the chance to go 

back 5 months later. The interesting thing was we had learned the Gumboot dance from the first trip  

and then joined in with the group on the second visit. 

What differences/similarities did you see between Soweto and Dayton?

G: While the guys were in Soweto, I was doing a nine month work residency at a community centre 

for at risk youth in Dayton.  After they got back we started to talk about is and there’s always a 

‘white saviour’ complex that goes around, as I’m sure you know of. We obviously try to avoid that 

and realised there’s a mutual learning experience and social exchange that’s greater than any one 

side benefiting from the other. Chris proved that - by them teaching us their steps and showing their 

history through that dance form and by us doing it in return was this social exchange. The same 

thing was happening in Dayton - when I would do dance or arts related stuff with the kids I ended 

up learning more about myself, what I wanted to do and my view of the world and they benefited 

from me being there. 

C: You could watch the documentary and it wouldn’t be a tenth of what you actually feel. 

What other similar projects have you go planned?

G: We’re doing Appalachia, which is a historically socio-economically depressed region. It’s two 

weeks of kid shows and community performances and a large formal performance for the 

community as well. We are hoping to get commission to do a piece about the whole coal issue that’s 

going on down there. I don’t know if you have heard much about it but there is this strip mining vs 

traditional mining and how it effects the environment and the communities at large. So that would 

be great to have that opportunity. They love the traditional styles down there and they do a lot of the 

clogging and highland style dancing down there also. 

Where do you want to take Hammerstep in the next year? 

G: The main focus right now is to get the larger show off the ground. I think the means to do that is 

through that grass roots audience base - continue to build that while we are doing the production of 

the show. I think these projects like Appalachia, Dayton, New York are definitely helping build that 

larger movement of audience members and fans but also the talent we bring on stage. It’s slower to 

self produce and do that grass roots development, but that’s much more in line with the mission and 

it what is going to help us leave a longer legacy in the long run.
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Appendix C - Interview with Pat Mangan - 31 May 2012

What inspired you to mix your Irish music with Hip hop?

P: It had a lot to do with growing up in New York. Growing up in Brooklyn, I was surrounded by so 

many different types of music, and [with] New York being the birthplace of Hip-Ho p, I was always 

surrounded by it. Whether I knew it or I didn’t, it was always there, pretty heavy in the background 

at least. Then I started becoming more of a hip-hop fan and just learning a lot about it growing up -  

it was inevitable that I’d want to put the two things together. It just evolution I guess from the 

influences around. 

Is there any particular artist that does similar crossovers that inspired you to merge the two genres 

together?

P: I’ve seen different things over the years, especially with the fiddle and blending styles. Ashley 

McGuivor was actually the first who put out an album when I was in Middle-school, where he was 

combining hip hip and alternative rock beats, but mainly hip-hop and playing the fiddle on top of 

them. I remember them playing it on the alternative rock station, like a major NY station at the time 

which got me excited about it. There’s been other artists that have definitely influenced me; groups 

like Moving Hearts, who wouldn’t be working with hip-hop per se, but just experimenting with 

Irish music in different contexts. 

Has Riverdance helped you in that way with the cultural fusion worked into the show throughout?

P: Yeah, definitely! The show is all about that. Featuring different styles of dance from around the 

world. It’s given me the opportunity to meet all these different people and collaborate with them 

and throw ideas around, but just the music of the show itself has a lot of different influences. 

Especially some of the solos I get to take are a little outside of the box of your typical traditional 

Irish musician, getting into rock and jazz and improvising. And of course having the opportunity to 

play on big stages every night has really shaped where I am right now after doing it for 6 years. 

How did you get involved in Hammerstep?

P: Just from being friends on the tours and realising that we had a lot of common interests and 

ideas. Jason [Oremus] was living in Boston and I went to college there, so I was up there sometimes 

as well. So we just had some ideas kicking around.

What was the main thing about Hammerstep that really got you into the project?

P: Just the concept of going somewhere that Irish dance and music had never been to before, and 

that’s still an evolving process, but that concept of just trying to do something fresh after we all 

have been involved with this hugely successful production [Riverdance] which maybe reflective of 

a slightly different era. 

Did you join the project as a relatively early stage?

P: Yeah, from the very beginning of the concept we were in touch about the concept. Jason and I 

were always bouncing ideas off each other and I’ve put together a few tracks for them over that past 

few years. Even if I wasn’t present when they were performing, I would produce a record tracks 

that they could use. 

What do you see as the most important thing Hammerstep brings to Irish music and dance?

P: All these guys have similar tastes to me and are very much in tune with so much that’s happening 

in music - hip-hop and electro - just people of our age group and even younger are really into these 
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days. There’s not a whole lot of people in the world of Irish dance or Irish traditional music who 

have that knowledge of both. 

Is the message of hammerstep influencing the composition of your music?

P: Musically, I wouldn’t say it has directly influenced me but I have been a part of these kinds of 

outreach projects these guys have put together. One of them we did in South Africa. I was on the 

tour and it was just amazing jamming with these kids in south africa. These very underprivileged 

kids who were just so into it and so musical and were really into what we showed them and they 

showed us some stuff which completely blew us away. I would play bits of Michael Jackson or 

Rhianna and the kids would start to react to it in such a crazy way, so that’s one way the social 

aspect of it... I had a real musical moment you could say.

Was it a big turning point for you musically?

P: Yeah, I think you can say that. I guess it broadened my perspective on the ways and potential we 

have to impact people through music and dance and in a broad sense, compositionally I need to 

really need to sit a write something about that trip to Soweto, that’s a great idea actually you’re 

putting me onto - to create something that really reflects that vibe. 

What other genres do you want to experiment in to bring into Hammerstep?

P: I guess referencing pioneers of different genres that have influenced all of us. It’s still a concept 

that’s developing, but as we mentioned, Riverdance which used to highlight a Russian number as 

well, and the Spanish and tap number. Recently, I collaborated with an Indian tabla player in New 

York, the rhythmic patterns of the tabla are incredible and Chris [Naish] was there so he got up and 

was doing some Irish step dancing to that, so sometimes things like that happen organically. Maybe 

we can involve this guy on the tabla in future. 

What other side projects are you also involved in away from Hammerstep?

P: Well, Riverdance of course. We are on tour now; we’ve just done australia and we’re now in New 

Zealand. I just recently got a contract extension, so I’m going to Dublin for the summer, then south 

america, belgium. I have also been working with an Irish American singer named Cathy Ryan and 

doing a little tour with her in the winter. In New York I’ve been doing something completely 

different which is playing electric violin alongside DJ’s which is something Hammerstep is oriented 

towards. Just getting into the nightclub scene in New York and playing along with DJ’s which is 

good phone. 

Where would you like to see Hammerstep go from here and how would you like it to develop?

P: Well, first you ask where do I want it to go and that’s to the top - the tippy top! I think that we 

need to develop a really fleshed out idea for a full length show. I think everyone would agree with 

that! The guys have a good core bunch of numbers already and we just have to work on that. All of 

us being on tour so heavily has made that workshop time hard to come by. This [tour] has to be your 

job for how long that takes. It’s very hard to do going from hotel to hotel, especially when the guys 

[dancers] need an actual studio.
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Appendix D - Interview with Jason Oremus - 31 May 2012

What Similarities and Difference did you see between the Project in Soweto and Dayton?

J: The main difference was that although Dayton, as segregated as it is, is in the US. So there is this 

infrastructure to allow these community projects to happen. They help to fund it, so expenses are 

covered for workshop periods etc. So there is some money in the project. Not a huge amount, but in 

Soweto the funding scale is hugely lower. We did that one with no funds - we actually funded it 

ourselves and organised it. I noticed the response from the kids in Soweto was far more impulsive 

than the kids from Dayton. I found a lot more reservation from the Dayton kids. Although the 

Dayton kids enjoyed it, and we managed to get them out of their shell, the kids in Soweto just hand 

nothing to hide. I found that really fascinating; heart on their sleeve, ready to be your best mate and 

just dance with you for as long as you wanted to dance with them. 

What did it feel like in Dayton doing the similar project?

J: I found Dayton a little more challenging. We had to find creative ways for the kids to bound. 

They don’t do that in a normal environment, so we had to find ways of making them work as a team 

as supposed to individuals, or outsiders against foreign. They feel like singulars being put together 

in this situation. In Soweto there was a different feel as they were all from the same neighbourhood 

and wanted to be friends. In Dayton it challenged me as an instructor to find ways of trying to 

communicate with them and help them enjoy themselves as best they could. 

Did you pick up on any reference on why teaching was more difficult in one place than the other?

J: Soweto is just such a poor place - absolute shanty towns, literally. Corrugated iron sheets on the 

houses... it built a sense of community and looking out for one another because that is all they have. 

It’s very tight and close knot. In Dayton - and I’m going out on a limb here - maybe they are more 

segregated in the community and feel more alone. 

What was your experience teaming up with Dave Eggar for the Lincoln Centre Performance?

J: He’s an incredible guy - a very zainy character. But he’s definitely a genius. You know that as 

soon as you meet him. He can just play anything on the Cello. My first impression was “who is this 

guy?”. His sleeves are half undone and the scarf dragging behind his back then he picks up the cello 

and it’s “Oh my god!” - you can’t believe someone can play like that. It’s like someone picking up a 

banjo and strumming on one string - but he’s playing these concertos three times the speed of any 

normal person. 

What do you think he also brought to the project in that time?

J: As a prodigy, he just nailed certain genres of music. He grasps them to their full degree and now 

he;s just crossing through all these different genres of music and exploring anything that he can get 

his hands on. He chooses wisely, but he has such a broad range of music available to him because 

he travels so often. He does utilise that and get down and dirty with all different cultural music, 

crossing classical music into it and taking it somewhere it’s never gone before. 

Did his approach help in how you approach your own form of hybridity?

J: Definitely. He’s just such a great improviser that when he gets on stage you feel the crowd. He 

plays something and he might just go out on a limb for 10 minutes playing improvisation patterns 

and formulate it into a tune. His band, particularly the drummer Chuck is very tight knit and they 

work very well with each other, so often they will go off on these tangents musically and do 

amazing things on the fly that I don’t think other people can repeat. That forced us to... although we 
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try to break the barriers of Irish dancing and improvisation, that doesn’t happen [like Eggar]. That 

pushed us further to monitor our performance aspect to the point where we could feed off the crowd 

and relay that with our dancing and do things that we weren’t necessarily capable of doing in a 

choreography environment. 

What do you feel Sneaky Stepper brings to the Hammerstep project?

J: With hammerstep we had the idea of guerilla marketing, workshops and bringing it all back to the 

community. Sneaky Steppers does that in a different way. We weren’t sure initially how we were 

going to relate it to Hammerstep. We wanted to have this comedic element and these online videos 

that were essentially of an amateur nature but would allow us to do these things int he public. I 

don’t think we were aware of the positive response of Sneaky steppers and it’s something we have 

to explore more because we have done some good things but there is so much potential in that as 

well. What we would like to do with Sneaky Steppers is garnering public support like doing 

something for kids in children’s hospitals, or ambushing different public events for fun. Whatever it 

may be, I think we need to build that online presence because it allows exposure for Hammerstep 

and the greater Hammerstep initiative by gaining these hits on youtube. 

Do you find any issues between the two separate brandings of Sneaky Steppers and Hammerstep?

J: It doesn’t go back to Hammerstep always. The most recent project we did with you, the ‘From the 

streets to the stage’ video,  was an attempt to bridge Sneaky Steppers and Hammerstep and 

demonstrate how the two projects are related, but because we created the branding separately... it’s 

difficult to link the two. 

Where would you like to see Hammerstep go from here and how would you like it to develop?

J: We want to create a full touring production. We want to be able to dedicate time for our outreach 

stuff and create platforms for people - for exposure to youth communities. It does great things; it 

helps that kid in his community but it also gives great exposure to the gig and gets people to come 

to it and recognise what we are trying to do. I think that in a year we would definitely like to have 

the show to a point where it can be a touring production but also to have the versatility and room to 

breath rather than being to repertoire-ey and let it mould to the surrounding we are in 

geographically or socially at the time. 
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